
Theory Exercise 1.3 
 
Now that we can interpret the symbols of musical notation with respect to pitch we must 
turn our attention to rhythm.  We may be able to say the letter name of any written note 
and in which octave/register it falls, however, we need further symbols to tell us the 
relationship of this note to those which precede and follow it. 
 
Music is read, like a book, from left to right and from the top to the bottom of the page.  
As we progress across the musical staff, vertical lines through the staff divide the music 
into measures.  Below is an empty line of the musical staff divided into 5 measures: 

 
On a normal page of music there will be numerous lines of the musical staff, like this 
one, filling the page from top to bottom.  Each row is called a stave.  Below is an 
example of two staves: 

 

 
Each single vertical line is called a barline.  There can be other types of barlines, such as 
the one which follows the final measure.  In this case, a pair of vertical lines where the 
one on the right is thicker, the barline instructs us that we have arrived at the end of the 
piece and is called a final barline or final double bar. 
 
At this point we have no idea how many notes should be placed inside each measure.  To 
understand this better we must first differentiate between pulse and beat. 
 
Beat refers to a regular unit of rhythm present in every measure, similar to a common 
denominator in mathematical fractions.  Every measure under the same rhythmic 
parameters will have the same number of beats although may not have the same number 
of notes.  This will make more sense below. 
 
Pulse refers to the underlying regular rhythmic “feel” which drives a piece of music.  It is 
related to but not always the same as the number of beats in a measure.  For example, a 
measure with 4 beats in it might have a feel of 2 pulses per measure. 
 
In musical notation, different types of noteheads (see exercise 1.1) tell us the length of 
the specific note.  The rhythmic unit from which all the others are determined is the 
whole note: 

 



Other rhythmic durations are determined by continuing to divide the length of the whole 
note in half.  Their names are derived from the fractional relationship they have to the 
whole note.  So, the next smallest rhythmic unit is the result of taking half the duration of 
the whole note and is therefore called a half note: 

 
Notice that the half note has a vertical line extending down (it can also go up, depending 
on where the note falls on the staff) which is called a stem. 
 
If we divide the half note in half, we are dealing with a note 1/4 as long as the whole note 
which is therefore called a quarter note: 

 
As we continue to divide the notes in half we get an eight note, a sixteenth note, a thirty-
second note, and so on: 

 
            Eighth note         Sixteenth note    Thirty-second note 
 
The curved lines which extend back along the stem on the notes above are called flags.  
One flag indicated an eighth note, 2 indicate a sixteenth, and so on. 
 
As we can see, the number of notes in a measure does not indicate the length of that 
measure.  In fact, most measures in a piece of music normally are all of the same length 
but may have varying quantities of notes inside them.  For example, the two measures 
below contain very different quantities of notes but are the same length in time: 

 
We can represent this with fractions.  In this case, the whole note in the first measure can 
be written as 1/1.  The half note in the second bar can be written as 1/2, the quarter as 1/4, 
and the eights as 1/8.  If we use 8 as our common denominator we can rewrite the 
fractions as follows: whole note=8/8, half note=4/8, quarter note=2/8, eight note=1/8.  



We can then represent the relationship between the two measures as an equation with the 
first measure on the left and the second measure on the right: 
 
8/8 = 4/8 + 2/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 
 
Adding up the right side we find that: 
 
8/8 = 8/8 
 
In other words, the measures are of equal length despite different quantities of notes. 
 
Another way to illustrate this is to speak of the notes in second.  If the whole note is 4 
seconds long, the half note will be 2 seconds, the quarter note 1 second, and so on. 
 
Time Signatures 
 
We mentioned above the idea of rhythmic parameters which govern a piece of music or a 
collection of measures.  These parameters tell us how many beats and of what rhythmic 
denomination are present in each measure.  Instead of writing this in words at the 
beginning of a piece of music we have a shorthand form called a time signature.  The 
time signature is placed at the beginning of each stave and applies to all subsequent 
measures even though it is not written in front of each individual measure. 
 
A time signature is essentially a fraction that can be interpreted as follows: 
 

Number of beats in a measure 
Rhythmic denomination which represents the beat 

 
Whatever number is on top is the total number of beats in each measure.  It can be any 
number, however, the most common are 4, 3, 2, and 6.  The number below represents a 
specific denomination of rhythm.  If we think back to our conversation about how, 
beginning with the whole note, each rhythmic denomination can be represented as a 
fraction this lower number should be somewhat intuitive.  A whole note, being the 
denomination from which the others are determined, can be considered 1 or 1/1.  
Therefore, a 1 in the lower portion of a time signature means that the whole note is the 
rhythmic denomination which represents the beat.  In that case, if presented with the time 
signature 4/1 we would know that there are four whole notes in each measure.  Keeping 
our number of beats per measure as 4 we can create more time signatures, as follows: 
 
4/1 = 4 whole notes per measure 
4/2 = 4 half notes per measure 
4/4 = 4 quarter notes per measure 
4/8 = 4 eighth notes per measure 
 



Notice that the lower numbers are twice as large as the one which precedes.  This comes 
from the fact that we derived the various rhythmic denominations by dividing the whole 
in half repeatedly, thus skipping the divisions of 1/3, 1/5, 1/6, etc. 
 
Here are some of the most common time signatures.  Each example has an accompanying 
measure filled with the appropriate quantity of beats: 

 
4/4 time = 4 quarter notes in each measure 

 
3/4 time = 3 quarter notes in each measure 

 
2/4 time = 2 quarter notes in each measure 

 
6/8 time = 6 eighth notes in each measure 
 
These are the most basic representations for these particular time signatures.  As we 
mentioned before, however, other measures in the same time signature may have many 
more or far less notes. 
 
Finally, we must account for moments of silence in a piece of music.  These moments 
still have rhythm even though we hear or play nothing.  Each denomination of notehead 
has a corresponding symbol for a rest of the same length: 

 
         Whole rest                   Half rest               Quarter rest          Eighth rest 


